Research Methodology:

Research has three fold objectives: Theoretical, factual and application. These objectives are achieved by employing different methods and strategies of research. A research scholar should know the meaning of the term method and strategy of research. In present study follow survey method to collection of data. This method is scientific and reliable. About survey method Mouly(1970) states “No category of educational research is more widely used than the type known variously as the survey, the normative-survey, status and descriptive research.” The survey is a non-experimental, descriptive research method. Surveys can be useful when a researcher wants to collect data on phenomena that cannot be directly observed (such as opinions on library services). Surveys are used extensively in library and information science to assess attitudes and characteristics of a wide range of subjects from the quality of user-system interfaces to library user reading habits. In a survey, researchers sample a population. Basha and Harter (1980) state that "A population is any set of persons or objects that possesses at least one common characteristic." Examples of populations that might be studied are 1) all 1999 graduate of GSLIS at the University of Texas, or 2) all the users of UT General Libraries. Since populations can be quite large, researchers directly question only a sample (i.e. a small proportion) of the population.

Sample of the Research:-

A sample is a small proportion of a population selected for observation and analysis. By observing the characteristic of the sample, one can make certain inferences about the which it is drawn. Contrary to some popular opinion, sample are not selected haphazard:

In present study sample size will be total 400 students.

1. The study will be completed only B.Ed. stream students.

2. The study will be related to 6 colleges in Western Maharashtra Dist.

3. The sample selection had 200 Male & 200 Females Students.

4. The study will be conducted related to rural and urban students.
Name of the Tools:

1. Emotional Maturity Scales: Self made
2. Life Satisfaction Inventory: Self made

Work Plan:-

Chapter 1 – Introduction
Chapter 2- Review of literature
Chapter 3- Method and procedure of the study
Chapter 4- Analysis and interpretation of data
Chapter 5- Finding, conclusion and suggestion